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There is no more light in a genius than in any other honest man - but he has a
this light into a burning point (Ludwig
particular kind of lens to concentrate

Wittgenstein, Vermischte
Bemerkungen).
The hell-fire of life consumes only the select among men. The rest stand in front of
it, warming
their hands (Erich Heller,
'Ludwig Wittgenstein:
Unphilosophical
Notes ').

'The most penetrating intellectual challenge which Christian believers have
to meet

in our day',

W.

D. Hudson

wrote

in i968,

'comes

from

those who

call into question themeaningfulness of religious language.'2 Faced with this
challenge, many theologians and philosophers of religion came to look upon
Wittgenstein's work as a sword forged for staving off objections from people
like A. J. Ayer and Antony Flew. But this 'Wittgensteinian' response to
positivistic criticisms of religion, with its characteristic emphasis on language
games

and

forms of life, has had unfortunate

consequences

not only

for how

we have come to understand Wittgenstein's relevance to religion but also for
how we have come to understand his work in general.
Thirty years ago, Norman Malcolm had this to say about forms of life:
'One could hardly place toomuch stress on the importance of this ... notion
inWittgenstein's thought.'3 But is the mileage theWittgensteinians get out
of this notion of form of life justified byWittgenstein's use of it? I should think
not. It is found only five times in the Investigations;and of these instances only
one example is ever given: hoping (PI, ii, p. 174). No definition or criterion
is ever provided for its use. In fact, the only place where Wittgenstein comes
close to discussing a religious form of life is in Lectures and Conversationson
Aesthetics, PsychologyandReligious Belief, where he says, 'Why shouldn't one
1 Erich Heller,
'Ludwig Wittgenstein:
Unphilosophical
Notes.'
Encounter, xiii (I959), 40.
2W. D. Hudson.
Ludwig Wittgenstein:
The Bearing of his Philosophy on Religious Belief
(London:
Lutterworth
Press, I968), p. i.
3 Norman Malcolm,
'Wittgenstein's
Philosophical Investigations'; in George Pitcher, ed. Wittgenstein:
The

PhilosophicalInvestigations,
(University of Notre Dame Press, iq68), p. qi.
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form of life culminate in an utterance of belief in a LastJudgement?' (p. 58).
But it isquite questionable to go from this to the conclusion thatWittgenstein
accorded religion the status of a form of life - whatever one is; inasmuch as
it appears that he himself may have held something resembling a belief in
a final judgement while not participating in the sort of religious activity (viz.,
rituals, adherence to a system of beliefs, etc.) philosophers of religion typically
discuss.
Nevertheless, many philosophers of religion came to see the language of
religious beliefs and practices as 'a logically self-contained universe of
discourse',' to quote Hudson again. A chorus of voices sang a similar refrain
in anything but sotto voce.So Norman Malcolm proclaimed, 'Religion is a
form of life; it is language embedded in action - what Wittgenstein calls a
" language-game ". Science is another. Neither stands in need ofjustification,
the one no more than the other.'2 And Peter Winch chimed, 'We cannot
sensibly say that either the practice of science itself or that of religion is either
illogical or logical; both are nonlogical.'3
In thisway, form of life became the great leveller: it placed both religion
and science on an equal footing. The usefulness of such a concept in
combatting positivistic critiques isobvious, and philosophers of religion were
quick to recognize this. Indeed, many engaged in fighting the criterion of
verifiability and Flew's challenge receivedWittgenstein's work just as those
fighting a losing battle on the front lines welcome reinforcements. So, for
example, Farhang Zabeeh described the reception accorded Wittgenstein's
writings in the following way: 'It was a relief for theologians to discover that
there is such a thing as language of religion so that their unverifiable beliefs
could preserve their significance despite the fact that 'they are devoid of
significance in another language-game, e.g. 'language of science '. In
addition, 'By destroying philosophy,' Ernest Gellner wrote in I958,Wittgen
stein 'made room for faith... religious believers can find inWittgensteinianism
not merely a device for ruling out philosophic criticism, they can find in it
reinforcements
a positive validation of their beliefs.'5 The Wittgensteinian
turned

the tide of the battle.

The

enemy

was

in retreat.

But what have been the consequences of this struggle with positivism for
'Wittgensteinian' philosophy of religion? The answers to this question will
occupy
W.

of Section

the remainder
D. Hudson,

Wittgenstein

I of this paper.

and Religious Belief

(London:

Macmillan,

I975),

p.

I56.

Norman Malcolm, 'TheGroundlessnessof Belief,' inReasonandReligion,ed. Stuart C. Brown (Ithaca,
New York: Cornell University
Press, I977), p. I56.
3 Peter Winch,
The Idea of a Social Science (London:
also D. Z. Phillips, Religion without Explanation (Oxford:

Routledge
Blackwell,

& Kegan
Paul,
I958), pp. ioo-I.
See
I976), p. 4'I. Hereafter
cited as Phillips,

RWE.
4 Farhang
'On
Zabeeh,
E. D. Klemke
(University
of
5 Ernest Gellner,
'Reply
William
Bartley, Wittgenstein

on Wittgenstein,
in Essays
of Life',
and Forms
Language
Games
Illinois Press, I971), p. 360.
to Mr. MacIntyre'.
Universities and Left Review, Summer
I958; quoted
(Philadelphia:
Lippincott,
I973), p. I73.
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in
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(i) The elevation of the term 'form of life' to something approaching a
shibboleth has caused insufficient attention to be paid toparts ofWittgenstein's
corpus like Zettel (where the term is not used at all), On Certainty (where the
expression is found only once), and Part ii of the Investigations(except the
oft-quoted, 'What has to be accepted, the given, is - so one could say - forms
of life' (p. 226)). One

of my main

aims

in this paper

is to go some way

towards

redressing the overemphasis on forms of life.To this end, I shall need to show
how previous appropriation of Wittgenstein
for religion has tended to
exorcise the true spirit of his work and, therefore, how a consideration of the
heretofore peripheral elements in the Wittgensteinian corpus is vital in
understanding Wittgenstein's relevance for religion.
But what is this spirit? Much is revealed in an excerpt from one of the
manuscripts among his Nachlass. He wrote the following about a year before
his death: 'Philosophical unclarity is tormenting. It is felt to be shameful.
We feel we don't know our way around where we ought to.We can live
perfectly well without a doctrine concerning our concepts.'1Wittgenstein saw
the danger of images (Vorstellungen) of the world congealing into
metaphysical pictures (Bilder) of reality (PI, ??300- I )2 that separate us from
our world by creating an alien topography able to, in Stanley Cavell's words,
'convert the human condition, the condition of humanity into an intellectual
difficulty, a riddle'.3 Philosophy can make us strangers 'inour own house.
But Wittgenstein wanted us to be able to be 'at home' (Zettel, ?234) in our
lives - able to 'letour thoughts roam up and down in the familiar surroundings
of the words' (Z, ? I55). Thus, Wittgenstein's writing represented a moral
endeavour whose aim was a making whole, a healing.
In Remarks on theFoundationsof Mathematics (p. 57), he states,
The sickness of a time is cured by an alteration in the mode of life of human beings,
and it is possible for the sickness of philosophical
problems to get cured only through
a changed mode of thought and life, not through a medicine
invented by an

individual.
In I93 I,Wittgenstein wrote in VermischteBermerkungen(Cultureand Value), 'A
present-day teacher of philosophy doesn't select food for his pupil with the
aim of flattering his taste, but with the aim of changing it' (VB, p. I7). And
how can this be done? Wittgenstein responds in Zettel, ?46I:
I wanted
to put this picture before your eyes, and your acceptance of this picture
consists in your being inclined to regard a given case differently;
that is, to compare

itwith thisseriesof pictures. I have changed your way of seeing.
1Manuscript
in Garth Hallett,
A Companion toWittgenstein's
I73; quoted
'Philosophical Investigations',
(Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, I977), pp. 23I-32.
The translations
from the German
are his.
2 I am indebted here to James C. Edwards,
Ethics Without Philosophy: Wittgenstein and theMoral Life
(Tampa: University
Presses of Florida,
I982), pp. I22ff. Hereafter
cited as Edwards,
EWP.

3 Stanley Cavell, TheClaimof Reason:Wittgenstein,Skepticism,
Morality, and Tragedy(Oxford:Oxford
University Press, I979), p. 403.
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So in the Investigations,
Wittgenstein keeps throwing images before us and
assembling reminders -but always for a particular purpose (PI, ? I27). For
example, in Investigations,?243, he describes a society whose members speak
only to themselves. It is very significant that this comes just before the start
of the so-called 'Private Language Argument'. The message of? 243 and the
paragraphs following it is, I take it, 'Is this the kind of society you want in
which community is sacrificed for perfect philosophical expression of private
mental states?' In this regard, I find it very interesting thatWittgenstein
wrote in I930, 'the spectacle which our age affords us is not the formation
of a great cultural work, with the best men contributing to the same great
end, somuch as the unimpressive spectacle of a crowd whose best members
work for purely private ends' (VB, p. 6). Consequently, the description of
thatmonologic form of life in Investigations,?243 does not at all represent some
final standard of sense but rather an 'intermediate case' (PI, ? 122), an
'object of comparison' (PI, ?I30),1 helping us to pass from 'disguised
nonsense' to 'patent nonsense' (PI, ?464).
An overly-narrow focus on forms of life as possessiong an ultimacy of sense
andjusification isperhaps the one mistake which is the father of all the others;
for not only does it fail to account for a great deal of what Wittgenstein was
saying, but it also obstructs the vision of what he was doing: it misses the
character of his later work and his use of language-games to play, lead on,
joke, and then to reel in the line to convince and persuade. Wittgenstein was
not explaining or setting out a position as much as he was confessing
temptations - not for others to believe, but for them to test by their own lights,
to engage in self-scrutiny, and only then to accept or reject them.Wittgenstein
addresses individuals. There is a certain intimacy in his writing.2 Detached
philosophical reflection about his work distortsWittgenstein: it is to pick up
and analyze themarkings which he dropped on the path he travelled - which
only defeats their purpose - forwith each further step we lose our way and
his out of the darkness of this time. It is to fail to appreciate why themarkings
are there, where they are to lead us, and inwhat spirit they were put down.
A big part of what Wittgenstein wanted to do was to help people think
for themselves and, what is the same thing, to increase their capacities for
imagination. What Wittgenstein says in Part ii of the Investigations(p. 206)
can be seen in this light.
some
(In giving all these examples I am not aiming at some kind of completeness,
to enable the reader
classification of psychological
concepts. They are only meant
to shift for himself when he encounters conceptual difficulties.)

But why should this kind of stimulation of the imagination be important?
The inner dynamism of Wittgenstein's work is achieved in part by
1 Edwards,
EWP, pp. I3 I-42.
2 Cf. Stanley Cavell,
'The Availability
EWP, p. I49.
and Edwards,

ofWittgenstein's

Later

Philosophy',

in Pitcher,

op. cit. p.

I83;
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metaphors of motion - generally motion against something else. So, in the
Investigations,he compares the purity of logic to 'slippery ice' on which we
are unable towalk (i.e. progress). His recommendation: 'We want towalk:
so we need friction. Back to the rough ground!' (PI, ? 107). Similarly, in PI,
? I30 he writes, 'Our clear and simple language-games are not preparatory
studies for a future regularization oflanguage - as itwere first approximations,
ignoring friction and air-resistance.' Moreover, the image of cogwheels (PI,
?? I36,

27 1) stands

for how

a particular

use of language

either

does

or does

not engage with the rest of life. In On Certainty,Wittgenstein likens the
relation between our thoughts and the inherited background inwhich they
find a home to the movement of water over a river-bed itself in a state of
constant flux (OC, ??95-7). And in Zettel, he draws many images from
German life philosophy about the stream or flow (Strom or FluB) of life (Z,
??28, I07, 173, 459). Consider especially Z, ? I35: 'Conversation flows on,
the application and interpretation of words, and only in its course do words
have theirmeaning.'
Wittgenstein recognized the supreme importance of being able to go on in
thought, understanding, and life. In this reside both the value of the
imagination and the danger of logic and metaphysical pictures forWittgen
stein. The 'crystalline purity' of logic is extremely fragile (PI, ??97, Io8);
and so logical mistakes tend to paralyse and become dams in the flow of life.
There is something inWittgenstein's tone (in the Investigationsand Zettel
especially) which I can only describe as apprehension about the inertness and
sterility of a culture inwhich all is decided. Wittgenstein once wrote,
I am opposed to is the concept of some ideal exactitude given us a priori as
What
it were. At different times we have different ideals of exactitude;
and none of them
is supreme (VB, p. 37).

In this context we can understand Wittgenstein's prescription, 'Man has
to awake towonder - and so perhaps do peoples. Science is a way of putting
him to sleep again' (VB, p. 5). So he quotes Augustine (Z, ?457), '...quia
plus loquiturinquisitioquam inventio....' Thus, Wittgenstein's aim is to enable
us to swim freely from depth to depth in the flow of life and to be at home
there both now and in the future.' In this resides the importance of the
imagination.

The point of this lengthy excursion is that thoseWittgensteinian philoso
phers of religion who interpretWittgenstein's notion of form of life exclusively
in terms of a final standard of sense where concepts of a religious mode of
discourse find their home disregard his invention of artificial language-games,
which are instrumental in the execution of themoral vision of his work: he
uses them to stimulate the imagination ('To imaginea language is to imagine
a form of life' (PI, ? I9) - my italics) and to act as intermediate cases
1 Edwards,

EWP,

pp.

I63, 2 I6.
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challenging the abstractions that separate us from our lives. Iwould explain
their disregard of the nine-tenths of Wittgenstein's iceberg as due to the
essential uselessness ofwhat he says and does about such topics as imagination,
interpretation, and meaning in their battle against the positivists.
Those, therefore, who plundered Wittgenstein's corpus to carry away
forms of life and language-games missed a very crucial part of his work. What
they were leftwith, then, was an incomplete, and hence distorted, reading
ofWittgenstein - made even more tragic by their neglect of the sign on the
door: 'I should not like my writing to spare other people the trouble of
thinking. But, if possible, to stimulate someone to thoughts of his own' (PI,
Preface, p. vi). And thisonly means that theymiss the human process behind
Wittgenstein's work; forwhat they have selectively taken from him is rifewith
the potential for philosophical abstraction. It is this which will lead to the
pseudo-problem of relativism: the inability to criticize other forms of life.But
this is to get ahead of my story.
The notion ofform of lifemust be placed within the context ofWittgenstein's
overall project, which I have very sketchily set out. The fact that it appears
only five times in the Investigationsand is never developed very thoroughly
has given birth to reams and reams of writings about what a form of life is
and whether religion is one, etc. But maybe, just maybe, this is tomiss the
point.
(2) The rallying cry of forms of life by Wittgensteinians has taken
attention away from the individual language user - who expects, persuades,
thinks, is convinced, all in the FluB des Lebens - and placed it in a body of
sentences, a language-game, a form of life. Language becomes themaster of
the person - ironically, all in the fineWittgensteinian spirit of what David
Pears calls Wittgenstein's move to anthropocentrism. As a result, Roger
Trigg, one of Wittgenstein's most vocal critics, said that according to
Wittgenstein, we are 'imprisoned within our own system '.'But there is some
measure of truth in this description inwhat has happened inWittgensteinian
scholarship; and it resides in the scores of articles written on the
compartmentalization of human discourse.
Once the agent is removed, we are leftwith seemingly autonomous modes
of discourse and without any possibility of neutral arbitration between them.
That is, we are now faced with the problem of relativism, which quickly
became a common charge ofWittgenstein's critics. One of the earliest and
most persistent of these critics was Kai Nielsen, who said,
(or for that matter
point in terms of which a philosopher
There is no Archimedean
anyone else) can relevantly criticize whole modes of discourse or, what comes to the
same thing, ways of life, for each mode of discourse has its own specific criteria of
and reality/unreality.2
rationality/irrationality,
intelligibility/unintelligibility,
1 Roger Trigg, Reason and Commitment
2 Nielson,
Fideism',
'Wittgensteinian

University
Cambridge
(Cambridge:
193.
Philosopy, XLII (I967),

Press,

I973),

p. 6.
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In their philosophical speculation about whatWittgenstein said, those who
would consider his work open to the charge of relativism completely miss how
he himself criticizes philosophical abstractions from human existence in the
Investigations.'The character ofWittgenstein's work is essentially dialogic: it
needs someone else and invites response.Moreover, his work furnishesmany
examples of such exchanges - of people interacting with one another to
change minds, persuade (OC, ??262, 6I 2), or to give 'new ways of seeing'
things (PI, ? I44) - thus proving that any notion of what Phillips called
a 'general justification of religion'2 was completely foreign toWittgenstein.
Such a concern for a general jusification is precisely to fall victim to the
'craving for generality' Wittgenstein warned of in The Blue Book (p. i8).
Rather, justification iswhat we accept in particular cases (OC, ? I96). It
cannot be generalized. This is clearly Wittgenstein's position in Lecturesand
Conversations(especially pp. 6o-i, 70-I).
Jeffrey Stout's articulation of what I judge to beWittgenstein's stance is
helpful here in directing attention to the agent in his or her concrete
circumstances and, hence awayfrom a picture of forms of life and language
games as logically enclosed atoms of discourse doomed endlessly to collide
with one another because they lack a neutral point of arbitration. It is this
picture which has often led toWittgenstein being labelled a relativist. Stout
writes,
We must

try to think as concretely

as possible

about

rational persuasion,

recalling

that reason-giving is somethingpeopledo, under historically specific
circumstances, in
conversationwith their contemporaries.
Finally, we should not forget that for as long
as anyone can rememberpeople have changed theirminds afterbeing given reasons.
Scientists switch sides, Californians convert to Buddhism, theologians lose the
faith....
When we imagine disagreement
of the kind that might seem inherently beyond
the pale of rational resolution, we tend to leave the people out of the picture. We focus
instead on systems of belief abstracted from the conditions of human life and ask
which of these systems might be justified. Each system answers in its own terms and
in its own favor. Short of Archimedean
adjudication,
impasse then seems inevitable.
Yet no system of beliefs can change itsmind; systems have no minds to change. Only
people have minds or the flexibility
to change
them when
the circumstances
demand. 3

Note how thismakes a mockery of Trigg's worries thatWittgenstein would
imprison us within our own system and Nielsen's protests about the
compartmentalization of modes of discourse.
But this is not something that occasions errors and oversights only among
Wittgenstein's critics: even loyalWittgensteinians tend to pass over the very
1 See Edwards, EWP, p. I47 in this regard.
2 D. Z. Phillips,
The Concept of Prayer (New York:

Schocken

Books,

I966),

p. 27. Hereafter

cited

Phillips, CP.
3Jeffrey
University

Stout, The Flight from Authority: Religion, Morality,
of Notre Dame Press, 1981), p. 266.

and the Quest for Autonomy

(Notre Dame:

as
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mundane activity of conversation to focus upon themore abstract and static
agreements resulting from it. So Wittgensteinian philosophers of religion
usually take it as their prime duty to describe the grammar of the believer's
shared system of language. This tendency towards abstraction from life is a
slippery slope indeed. Wittgenstein has told us nothing if not this.
(4) In particular, most of theseWittgensteinian philosophers of religion
do not seem to have ever really left positivism far behind. Rather, they still
wanted religious acts and statements to be grounded somehow in experience
and so discoverable through empirical analysis. The form of lifemodel simply
allowed them to interpret these acts and statements within a particular
context. Whereas the logical (scientific) positivists were concerned to ground
meaning and rationality in empirical, scientific reality - the given - these
Wittgensteinian positivists just widened the scope of the given to include the
ways of speaking and acting of human beings. Hence, while religious beliefs
could not possess any meaning for the former group since no sense experience
could confirm or disconfirm them; the same sorts of beliefs acquired
legitimation for the latter group preciselybecause it is an observable fact that
people do hold them - that is, that certain people do talk and act in
'religious' ways. So D. Z. Phillips wrote, 'Instead of stipulating what must
constitute intelligible uses of language, one should look to see how language
is in fact used.'"Within theWittgensteinian shelter of the religious form of
life, then, theWittgensteinian could imaginatively tie lines between religious
language and observable events (and, by so doing, make religious language
'
in away thatwas excluded ab initioby the scientific positivists meaningful')
that unenlightened and narrow-minded lot who had not recognized the
sanctity of a language's home. The notion of form of life permitted the
defenders of themeaningfulness of religious language to sail boldly into port
and drop anchor in the positivists' own harbor of 'reality' (viz. observable
events). Thus, David Pears explains how Wittgenstein's later work may be
a species of 'linguistic naturalism,' which says that 'there is nothing but
the facts' (but, pace the scientific form of positivism, the linguisticfacts of the
use of the grammar of a particular mode of discourse - of which religion is
one). Pears concludes, 'This kind of answer to philosophical questions is
positivistic'; but it is a 'subtle positivism' which does not discriminate against
those modes of discourse which until Wittgenstein had to sit at the back of
the bus.2 As a result, far from dismissing the questions raised by the positivists,
theseWittgensteinians merely came up with a hybrid form of it they could
live with.
In his essay 'Meaning and Religious Language'. Peter Winch claimed,
Religious uses of language ... are not descriptions of an 'order of reality' distinct from
the earthly life with which we are familiar .... These uses of language do, however,
I Phillips, RWE, p.
41.
2 David Pears, Ludwig Wittgenstein

(New York:

Viking

Press,

I969),

p.

I84.
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have an application
in what religious people say and do in the course of their life
on earth; and this iswhere their 'relation to reality' is to be sought.'

In thisway, a major program among Wittgenstein philosophers of religion
came to be the description of the application of the grammar of religious
language: those acts, practices and ritualswithin which the language of belief
is employed. In addition, D. Z. Phillips in his essay 'Religious Belief and
Language-Games', gives the example of a mother going with her newborn
to ask for theVirgin Mary's blessing.What is reallyhappening,however, is that
themother is simply showing that shewants her child's life oriented towards
those virtues typically associated with Mary. Prayer to a saint becomes
meaningful when it acquires experiental grounding.
The moral is thatWittgenstein philosophers of religion likeWinch and
Phillips still see the importance of linking religious beliefs to observable events
through the concept of form of life. It allowed them to draw grammatical lines
between religious beliefs and the concrete language and practices they
instantiate so as to create a hybrid or 'subtle' form of positivism. But this
only means that forms of life run the same risk of becoming as sublimed as
Wittgenstein complained logic was (PI, ?89). And this is the fourth
consequence I wish to draw about the battle between Wittgensteinian
philosophers and the positivists.
While this procedure of describing and clarifying grammar is certainly not
without some backing inWittgenstein's work,2 it is nevertheless crucial to
remember that such a task forWittgenstein had always to be done 'for a
particular purpose' (PI, ? I27). In fact, certain combinations of words may
have to be 'excluded from the language, withdrawn from circulation' (PI,
?500)

by us for 'various

kinds

of reasons'

(PI, ?499). Without

this personal

involvement, the philosopher becomes a wheel that doesn't engage with the
rest of life. Yet, philosophers likeMalcolm and Phillips appeared to take
Wittgenstein's statement that philosophy 'leaves everything as it is' (PI,
? 124) to sanction or at least allow a detached withdrawal by the philosopher
from the form of life he is describing.3 Here one can imagine such a
philosopher clocking out at s.oo after a hard day of describing a certain
amount of religious grammar. Consider where such a program of work leads
in light of a statement from D. Z. Phillip's Faith and PhilosophicalEnquiry:
If I hear that one of my neighbours has killed another neighbour's child, given that
he is sane, my condemnation
is immediate .... But if I hear that some remote tribe
practices child sacrifice, what then? I do not know what sacrifice means for the tribe
in question. What would itmean to say I condemned
itwhen 'it' refers to something
I know nothing about? If I did condemn it, I would be condemning murder. But
murder
is not child sacrifice. '
I Ibid.
p. 2I4.
2 See, for example,
PI, ??373, 496, 580; Z, ?55; Lectures and Conversations, pp. 71-2.
3 See Malcolm
in Pitcher,
op. cit. p. 92 and Phillips, CP, p. I.
4 Phillips, Faith and Philosophical Enquiry (London,
I970), p. 239; quoted
in Trigg, p. 22.
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ForWittgenstein, who worried intensely about the 'sickness of this time,' such
moral detachment and reluctance to criticize would have been bitter pills
to swallow and ones I am confident his work does not prescribe.
It is quite obvious how this picture of just describing the linguistic facts
of grammar of a mode of discourse admits of the sort of positivistic emphasis
Pears discusses. In his essay, 'Keeping Philosophy Pure', Richard Rorty
explains the view of philosophy as collecting facts about language as an
attempt to supply some contrastive force to the notion of language in light
of Wittgenstein's elimination of ontological foundations. Such talk was
occasioned by concern over the future of philosophy afterWittgenstein. Rorty
explains, 'If language isnot constrained by things, or the transcendental ego,
or something,then when one finds its limits is one really finding anything that
counts as necessary? And if one isn't, is one doing philosophy?" In contrast
to Pears, who seesWittgenstein as someone who propounded 'the theory that
there is nothing but the facts about the relevant linguistic practices .2Rorty
considers Wittgenstein a satirist endeavoring to show how hopeless it is to
strive after answers to problems suggested by the Cartesian picture of human
beings. That is,whereas Pears seesWittgenstein's distinctiveness in what he
said, Rorty claims thatWittgenstein's uniqueness lay in why he said what he
said.
This scrutiny of whatWittgenstein said has produced a myopia unable to
perceive his overall project: poking fun at a specific cultural tradition in order
to remove a certain morally unhealthy picture of human beings it instantiates.
In many ways, this failure was inevitable, for it was the only way in which
his epigones could get a grip on him to allow their exegetical and critical
capacities free rein over his work. The possibility that Wittgenstein had
written forwhatJames C. Edwards calls a 'radically different sensibility' was
systematically ignored.3 Furthermore, Wittgenstein was engaged in a very
human project of convincing, joking, persuading, story telling. And because
it is so very human and commonplace, it is also so very slippery for
philosophers to get a handle on. 'It is there -like our life' (OC, ?559).
Wittgenstein writes in VermischteBemerkungen(p. 30), 'LaB uns menschlich
sein'

('Let

us be human').

But

to write

from within

life - not about

it -

is

the practical, the
to write from within the sphere of 'the mutable,
has
a
always made it
unpredictable'
place where Rorty says 'philosophy
a point not to be'.4
Those who have followed Wittgenstein and sought to continue his work
by abstracting a philosophical method to apply to some area (say, religion)
I
Pure: An Essay on Wittgenstein',
Richard Rorty,
'Keeping Philosophy
(Minneapolis:
University
of Minnesota
Press, I982), p. 27.
2 Pears, Wittgenstein,
p. I82.
3 Edwards,
4 Rorty,

EWP,
'Keeping

p. 2.
Philosophy

Pure',

p. 26.
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distort him. In viewing what he did from the rarified air of philosophical
exposition and abstraction, they can easily neglect the humanity of his
project. And, of course, once this happens, the game is already lost: their
voices become too far away to be heard by the audience Wittgenstein was
addressing and too close to be distinguished from those he was criticizing.
Consequently, the intimate element of personally engaging the reader in
dialogue invariably drops out of theirwritings. Monologue replaces dialogue.
Moreover, if a major motivation of appropriating Wittgenstein's work for
religion was to answer positivistic critiques of it, misrepresentation of
Wittgenstein was inevitable; forwhile his words could only be applied in life,
the words of the positivists could only be rebutted in print. For the
Wittgensteinians,
therefore, only clever words on paper could jusitify a
certain language and a certain set of actions. And we have seen now empirical
justification still seems tomatter to theWittgensteinian philosophers of religion.
It's just that, through the form of lifemodel, they were able to cross the line
that once separated religion from science. So the cloud of philosophy still
hangs over their heads. Wittgenstein, however, regards justification as a task
accomplished by living, breathing people within the flow of life.
I hope thatwhat I have said thus far shows how I thinkWittgensteinian
philosophers of religion have systematically departed from the vision, spirit,
and procedures ofWittgenstien. But my task has really just begun; forwhat
if we really say, following people like Cavell, Rorty, and Edwards, that
Wittgenstein was essentially engaged in amoral endeavor of rebelling against
those people and concepts that have the effect of making life an intellectual
difficulty through their attachment to the problems suggested by the
Cartesian picture of human beings? What happens when this controlling
intent is seen as the background ofWittgenstein's statements (scattered and
few though they are) about belief? To this question I now turn as I consider
a rather different way of looking atWittgenstein and religion - one I think
ismuch more faithful to the entirety of his writings as well as to the spirit
of his work.
II
(As one can sometimes reproduce music only in one's inward ear, and cannot whistle
drowns out the inner voice, so sometimes
the voice of a
it, because the whistling
philosophical
thought is so soft that the noise of spoken words is enough to drown
it and prevent it from being heard, if one is questioned and has to speak.) (Zettel,
? 453).
We need to show that even if he never uses the words 'I know...',
the thing we are concerned with. (On Certainty, ?427).

his conduct

exhibits

A vision of the non-mechanization of human life is central to the later
Wittgenstein's ethical and religious outlook (cf. Z, ?6I4). Indeed, it seems
that what Heinrich Hertz said in his Principles of Mechanics (a book that
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Wittgenstein read and admired) was at once a program forWittgenstein's
early work and a moral vision that remained with him throughout his life.
Hertz wrote,
Our fundamental
law, although
it may suffice for representing
the motion
of
inanimate matter, appears...
too simple and narrow to account for even the lowest
processes of life. It seems to me that this is not a disadvantage,
but rather an
advantage of our law. For while it allows us to survey the whole domain of mechanics,
it shows us what are the limits of this domain.'

Thus, both the Investigations (especially ??304-8) and Zettel (??236, 6o8)
contain critiques ofmental processes which could somehow be abstracted and
studied apart from their place in the flow of life. The basis ofWittgenstein's
criticism rests (as somuch else does) on his vision of a healthy human life,
for the language ofmental processes isyet another contrived channel inwhich
our thoughts flow but which, at the same time, separates us from our lives.
Yet no matter how much itmay claim to do so, talk of mental processes can
never fully plumb the depths of our humanity. So Wittgenstein addresses
thosewho would consider meaning amental process: 'I cannot seewhy that
has to involve a human being. The process of digestion can also be studied
as a chemical process, independently of whether it takes place in a living
being' (Z, ?236).
Moreover, processes seem to be open to causal explanations. While
Wittgenstein lampoons thewhole idea of scientific causality (PI, ?? 193, I94),
the application of process language and the causal baggage it appears to carry
to human beings clearly frightened him. He writes (Z, ?6o8):
No supposition seems to me more natural than that there is no process in the brain
correlated with associating or with thinking; so that it would be impossible to read
off thought-processes
from brain-processes
.... The case would be like the following certain kinds of plants multiply
by seed, so that a seed always produces a plant of
the same kind as that from which
it was produced - but nothing in the seed
to the plant which comes from it; so that it is impossible to infer the
corresponds
properties or structure of the plant from those of the seed that comes out of it - this
can only be done from the history of the seed. So an organism might come into being
even out of something quite amorphous, as itwere causelessly; and there is no reason
why this should not really hold for our thoughts, and hence for talking and writing.

The payoff comes two paragraphs later when he writes, 'if this upsets our
concept of causality then it is high time it was upset' (Z, ?6io). So it is
certainly no accident that he follows the question in Z, ?604. 'Butwhat would
it be like if human behavior were not completely unpredictable?' with this
statement

in Z, ?605:

'One of the most

dangerous

of ideas for a philosopher

is, oddly enough, thatwe thinkwith our heads or in our heads.' The language
of determinate mental processes produces a mechanical model where
1 Heinrich
p. 38.

Hertz,

Principles of Mechanics,

trans. D. E. Jones

and J. T. Walley

(New York:

Dover,

I956),
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'psychological phenomena' seem to proceed causally from a 'gaseousmental
entity' (Z, ?6I i). As such, it is an assault on our humanity and so ought
to be 'excluded from the language, withdrawn from circulation' (PI, ?500).
But how does this relate to belief? Consider, for example, Bertrand
Russell's statement in his book Analysis of Mind (a work with which
Wittgenstein was apparently familiar). There Russell wrote,
in
...What
is believed and the believing must both consist of present occurrences
iswholly determinate
the believer.'... What a man is believing at a given moment
if we know the contents of his mind at that moment.2

Because belief for Russell was essentially a determinate state within the
believer, he was able to claim that beliefs 'seems obvious to introspection'.'
Wittgenstein objects precisely to this picture: according to him, beliefs could
not be 'spotchecked' by introspection (cf, Z, ??72, 75, 82, 85).
And why not? Belief forWittgeinstein was definitely not some lifeless
process of themind. He says in PI, ?589,
'In my heart I have determined
on it' And one is even inclined to point to one's
this way of speaking should be taken seriously.
breast as one says it. Psychologically
Why should it be taken less seriously than the assertion that belief is a state of mind?
(Luther: 'Faith is under the left nipple.')

Furthermore, in PI, ?574,Wittgenstein writes, 'But believing isnot thinking.
(A grammatical remark.) The concepts of believing, expecting, hoping are
lessdistantly related to one another than they are to the concept of thinking.
In Zettel, he places both expecting (?67) and hoping (?469) within the
context of tdglicheLeben.One must therefore assume that belief finds its home
there also. So belief must be understood in pratice, within the flow or weave
(Z, ?568) of life.4Consequently, fromWittgenstein's perspective, accounts
like Russell's dump belief onto the mind and thus 'pass over what is really
noteworthy' by missing the 'punctumsaliens' (Z, ?66) - the context of life in
which the belief is situated. Belief is an Einstellung, a way of being situated in
the world, a readiness to engage in a certain praxis.5 Though G. E. M.
Anscombe usually translates 'Einstellung' as 'attitude' (PI, ii, pp. I78, 205,
OC, ?404; Z, ??204, 205, 415), this should not be confused with a subjective
feeling. Rather, Einstellung always refers to a tendency to act, a type of
behavior. (See especially OC, ??404, 41I, Z, ??415, 416). So in I947,
Wittgenstein wrote,
The Analysis
Bertrand Russell,
2 Ibid, p. 234; quoted
in Hallett,

I933), p. 233; quoted
of Mind
(London,
p. 39. Compare
PI, ?452.

in Hallett,

P. 562.

Ibid.p. 44; quoted inHallett, p. 562.
This would

Z, ?566).

to give religion a
impatience with attempts
(at least in part) Wittgenstein's
Ludwig Wittgenstein: A Memoir (London: Oxford
by proving God exists (see Malcolm's,
I958), p. 7I).
in Hallett,
p. 426) and
i68; quoted
claims that religious belief is a 'trust' (Manuscript
trust is not some subjective
variety of our actions, we act on trust (OC, ? 509). However,
'Verhalten')
within
the flow of life (cf.
a mode of conduct or behavior
('Benehmen',

explain

rational foundation
University
Press,
5Wittgenstein
says that for a wide
feeling, but rather
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like a passionate
It strikes me that a religious belief could only be something
commitment
to a system of reference. Hence, although it's belief, it's really a way of
living, or a way of assessing life. It's passionately seizing hold of this interpretation....
It would be as though someone were first to letme see the hopelessness of my situation
and then show me the means of rescue until, of my own accord, or not at any rate

I ran to it and grasped it (VB, p. 64).
led to it by my instructor,
It should now become apparent just how inadequate the social form of
lifemodel is in characterizing Wittgenstein on religious belief. Here something
written just four years before his death clearly shows that some of the ethical
and religious individualism so evident in the Tractatushas survived in his later
Wittgenstein for themost
thought.' Moreover, in the LecturesandConversations
part restricted his comments to individual religious believers and the pictures
they use. He did not present religious belief as onlya function of social context
or as completelyreducible to it.
the
The above quotation beautifully illustrates how for Wittgenstein
individual is always situated within a shared, social 'system of reference' or
background (cf. OC, ?94) of customs and conventions from which personal
acts of interpretation and imagination take off. The individual engages in
and with a culture (cf. Z, ? I64 and OC, ?449). Recall Wittgenstein's use
of the imagery of motion against something else.
But this emphasis on the individual cannot be contained by the form of
lifemodel as it has traditionally been described. The social form of lifemodel
defended religious belief against positivistic onslaught by claiming before the
bar of philosophy the right of religious language to the same philosophical
status as other modes of discourse. As a result, individuals ceased to be
philosophically important in themselves but only mattered inasmuch as they
came together to participate in a shared language and form of life.Therefore,
individual acts of interpretation and imagination were ignored by those
engaged in the project of philosophicallyjustifying religious belief; because
individualscouldn't justify anything more.
What this ought to tell us, however, is thatWittgenstein was not at all
interested in making religious belief philosophically respectable (let alone,
pace Trigg and Nielson, philosophically invulnerable) in the manner his
followerswere through the use ofhis concepts ofform oflife and language-game.
Rather, with his emphasis on the individual, his very work runs counter to
such a project. In On Certainty (? 174), he writes, 'I act with completecertainty.
I
I973), p.
Vienna (New York: Simon & Schuster,
Wittgenstein's
Allan Janik and Stephen Toulmin,
early work, the type of' attitude'
235. However,
this point cannot be pressed too far; for inWittgenstein's
is not a part of the world but merely
self which
and detached metaphysical
taken by an extensionless
feeling about the world. So Tractatus, 6.45
to a subjectivistic
its limit (Tractatus, 5.632) really did amount
The later work,
as a limited whole - it is this that is mystical.'
the world
(Das Gefuhl)
states, 'Feeling
the flow of life and, consequently,
is immersed within
deals with a situated agent - one who
however,
no longer resides in an inert, detached,
meaning
eingestelt towards certain areas of this life. Hence,
attitude but is carved out through activity and praxis (cf. Z, ?? I35, I44).
subjective
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But this certainty ismy own.' Why is this?Wittgenstein answers inOC, ? I45:
'One wants to say "All my experiences show that it is so. " But how do they
do that? For that proposition towhich they point itself belongs to a particular
interpretation of them.' Accordingly, compared to those who claimed to
follow him,Wittgenstein presents a very different view of religious belief and
its relation to life.The remainder of this paper will be an attempt to elaborate
on this.
In The Blue Book,1Wittgenstein discusses acting for reasons. In particular,
he says than an answer to a 'why' question has twoways of being understood:
as a reason or as a cause. Now, positivism and the response to it have tended
to drown out the former aspect and have concentrated on the latter. This
of course has ramifications for how we are to understand the actions of
individual agents. In Philosophyand theMirror of Nature, Rorty explains that
much of the history of western philosophy has been the story of the contraints
people have regarded as securing the foundations of knowledge. Rorty writes,
'The idea of "necessary truth" is just the idea of a proposition which is
believed because the " grip" of the object upon us is ineluctable.'2 So itwas
for the positivists and sense data. In fact, the idea of being gripped or
constrained is virtually written into the questions of verification and
falsification.
Yet, fighting the demands the positivists made of religious belief has led
to the opposite extreme. The 'this language-game is played' (PL, ?654)
response by theWittgensteinians has made religion reputable, in a limited
sense, while at the same time making it extremely uninteresting: not only
is religious belief not caused or falsified because of empirical observations,
it is just there- certain groups, through whatever historical contingencies,
simply use a certain language and possess certain concepts. It becomes no
more interesting to ask 'why religious belief?' than 'why the colour red?'.
Wittgenstein writes (PI, ?381). 'How do I know that this colour is red? - It
would be an answer to say: " I have learnt English".' Similarly, an account
of religious belief that answers the question 'Why do you believe in Jesus?'
with 'I have learned the grammar of Christianity' cannot explain the very
interesting process of Christian witness or the importance Christians attribute
to it. Because the reason-giving agent has largely dropped out of the picture
listening to one
of religious belief put forward by the Wittgensteinians,
another and being interested (perhaps even convinced) by compelling
witness have become philosophically irrelevant.
But with Wittgenstein's emphasis on the reason-giving agent, justification
of one's actions, ideas, motives becomes something which we agree on, what
we accept as good reasons in a particular context (OC, ? I96). For example,
1 The Blue Book,pp. I4-I5; see also PI, ?? I66, 48I and Zettel,?437.

2 Rorty,
Philosophy and theMirror
also p. I58.
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he writes, 'We judge the motive of a deed by what the person who did it
tells us, the account of witnesses, the antecedents.'1 Furthermore, in On
Certainty (?243). Wittgenstein explains,
'I know' relates
One says 'I know' when one is ready to give compelling grounds.
to the possibility of demonstrating
someone knows something can
the truth. Whether
come to light, assuming that he is convinced of it.

But not only were thesemodels of reason-giving and interaction a part of
Wittgenstein's work, theywere also very much a part of his life.A year before
his death, he penned the following:
Life can educate one to a belief in God. And experiences too are what bring this about;
but I don't mean visions and other forms of sense experience which show us the
'existence of this being', but, e.g. sufferings of various sorts. These neither show us
God in a way a sense impression shows us an object, nor do they give rise to conjectures
about him. Experience,
thoughts - life can force this concept on us (VB, p. 86).

This furnishes the context to understand Wittgenstein's remarks toLudwig
von Ficker about Tolstoy's book on the Gospels. Wittgenstein wrote to von
Ficker that the reading of this book had 'saved my life'. Here we find an
example of the type of reason-giving we are discussing; forWittgenstein
justified the effect Tolstoy's writing had on him and the extent towhich he
took itsmessage to heart by saying that it had saved his life.Who would ask
formore than this?
That these reasons do not look like other reasons we have for acting is
something already anticipated byWittgenstein in LecturesandConversations(p.
56): 'Reasons [in religion] look entirely different from normal reasons.' This
is only part of a broader point he makes in the Investigations(?486) that the
different activities inwhich people engage occasion different sorts of reasons
and justifications. This explains Wittgenstein's distrust of evidence for
religious belief (cf. Lecturesand Conversations,pp. 59-60). Rather, belief rests
on a particular interpretation of and way of being situated in the world.
Acting comes before philosophy (OC, ?402) and after it (OC, ?204).
Wittgenstein tells us and, more importantly, showed us that there is life before
and after philosophy. There is gardening in a monastery, teaching poor
children, mixing ointments in a hospital, and helping the poor. In the context
of discussing religious beliefs, he says,
so
the words you utter or what you think as you utter them are not what matters,
much as the difference they make at various points in your life .... Practice (Die Praxis)
gives the words their sense (VB. p. 85).
Practice

is engaged

in the encounter

with

a narrative

(cf. Z, ?? 176, 233). Thus

Wittgenstein writes that
1Manuscript

229,

? 1299; quoted

in Hallett,

p. 732.
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is not based on a historical
Christianity
truth; rather, it offers us a (historical)
narrative and says, now believe! But not, believe this narrative with the belief
appropriate
to a historical narrative, rather: believe, through thick and thin, which
you can do only as the result of a life. Hereyou have a narrative, don't take the same attitude
to it (verhalte Dich zu ihr nicht) as you take to other historical narratives! Make a quite
different place for it. - There is nothing paradoxical about that! (VB. p. 32).

This is not, however, to say that this is easy. Indeed, Wittgenstein spoke
of belief as 'a constant struggle to renew an attitude' (i.e. an 'Einstellung')
(PI, ?575). And this is the importance of the imagination - that people may
continue to give reasons for their beliefs. They have to learn a skill (cf. Z,
I86); to interact with others, to be able tomove around, change and adapt
as life does. In this way, a publicity held narrative can be personally
appropriated. The believer encounters a story and lives in it, changes with
it and changes it - all in the flow of life.The story is the antecedent agreement
against which imagination and interpretation take off. This allows the
movement of life to be against something that is itself always inmotion as
it responds to themovements of individuals within the FluB des Lebens (cf.
OC,

??96, 97, 99). Therefore,

it is a mistake

to construe

the believer's

home

as some sort of hypostatized, inert, static form of life.
Wittgenstein's work communicated his unique human sensibility. To make
of it something

other

than

this is to distort

it. He writes

in On Certainty

(? I94) .

'With the word "certain" we can express complete conviction, the total
absence of doubt, and thereby we seek to convinceotherpeople' (my italics). In
this regard, it is significant that Wittgenstein described himself as an
'evangelist '.' 'Genius',Wittgenstin once stated, 'is talent inwhich character
makes itself heard.... [T]he greatness of what a man writes depends on
everything else he writes and does' (VB, p. 65).
But Wittgenstein was just as much prophet as evangelist; for he worried
about themechanization of life and thought, how it stifles imagination and
creativity, how it deludes us into thinking that our standards and concepts
are eternal, how (as a result) it separates us from the historicity of our lives.
He issued this somber statement in I947:
It isn't absurd, e.g. to believe that the age of science and technology is the beginning
of the end of humanity;
that the idea of great progress is a delusion, along with the
idea that truth will ultimately
be known; that there is nothing good or desirable
about scientific knowledge and that mankind,
in seeking it, is falling into a trap. It
is by no means obvious that this is not how things are (VB, p. 56).

That picture which takes away all hope is the final captor. "'Wisdom is
grey",' Wittgenstein wrote, 'Life on the other hand and religion are full of
colour' (VB, p. 62). In such a world, a remark like this one found scribbled
1 Bartley,

p. 105.
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is only intelligible

in one of the notebooks among Wittgenstein's Nachlass,
in the light of an extremely undesirable alternative:
Glaube

Dir!

Es schadet nicht.1

In I947,Wittgenstein wrote,
Am I the only one who cannot found a school or can a philosopher never do this?
I cannot found a school because I do not really want to be imitated. Not at any
journals.
rate by those who publish articles in philosophical
of my work by others
I am by no means sure that I should prefer a continuation
to a change in the way people live which would make all these questions superfluous.
(For this reason I could never found a school.) (VB. p. 6I).

Wittgenstein

has become like a glowing coal placed in a bed-warmer: he has

as he has cooled;

warmed

he has been

as he has been

useful

used up.

If there

are those (and surely there will be) who continue to want to churn out
extensions, defenses, or attacks on 'Wittgensteinian' philosophy of religion;
one hopes that theymay one day recognize how theirwork runs fundamentally
counter toWittgenstein's. Perhaps all this paper can aspire to is to clear his
name.
To continue Wittgenstein's philosophical work as philosophical work is to
miss its point. The point is to change lives and thought. Wittgenstein clearly
saw himself as a revolutionary in philosophy. His work, he said, constituted
a 'kink' in the development of human thought.2 For almost thirty years now,
philosophers - particularly philosophers of religion- have been trying to
straighten

out

that kink

(all the while

the aesthetic

overlooking

value

of the

incongruous). But they have in large part succeeded, for themoral vision in
which

wrote

Wittgenstein

is conspicuous

by

any attempt

stillness

of his voice

the cacophany

to apply
is easily

lost (as he feared
to whisper

1Manuscript
128 (ca. I944).
2 See G. E. Moore's
Autobiography; quoted
Philosophy (New York: Delta,
I967), p. 44.
3 I wish to thank Professors Victor
Preller,
Hauerwas,

and Alven
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